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Introduction 
This document describes the components and usage for the Intel® Homomorphic Encryption (HE) Toolkit 

Quick Docker Install. Use this document as the go-to guideline for installing, running, and modifying the 

toolkit examples inside of a docker environment. 

Components 
The toolkit docker installer contains the following components: 

Outside of Docker: 

as seen here: https://github.com/intel/he-toolkit/tree/v1.1.0/scripts/docker-quick-install 

• setup_and_run_docker.sh: Script for building Dockerfile and running said docker. 

• install_docker.sh: Script for installing and setting up correct docker version. 

• helpers/: Contains background and runner scripts for building code, printing welcome 

messages, and running executables. 

• Dockerfile: Docker commands for building the Ubuntu 20.04 container utilized to test the 

sample code. 

• env.list: List for configuring proxy environment variables to be used by the docker container. 

• basic-docker-test.sh: Test script run during setup to confirm basic docker internet 

connectivity. This is required as several GIT repos will be pulled while inside the docker. 

 

 

 



Inside of Docker: 

/home/$USER/ 

• projects/:  

o he-samples/: Contains files necessary for building and running a unified list of 

samples for various micro and sample HE kernels. This project is what brings 

together the various HE libraries under a single toolkit. 

▪ build/ext_seal/: A version of the Microsoft SEAL HE library (v3.6.5) with the 

option to work seamlessly with the underlying Intel HEXL optimizations. The 

built libs/headers will be placed in lib/include by default. 

▪ build/ext_palisade/: A version of the PALISADE Lattice Cryptography Library 

(v1.11.3) modified to work seamlessly with the underlying Intel HEXL 

optimizations. The built libs/headers will be placed in lib/include by default. 

▪ Intel HEXL: Pulled down in the respective third-party directories for both 

SEAL and PALISADE, Intel HEXL provides AVX512 implementations of 

modular arithmetic operations used in lattice cryptography. Intel HEXL 

implements the negacyclic number-theoretic transform (NTT) and element-

wise vector-vector modular multiplication. The functions are currently 

optimized for performance on 3rd Gen Intel Xeon® Scalable Processors. 

• helpers/:  

o background/: Contains helper scripts users may want to refer to but will probably 

not need to run manually. 

▪ welcome_msg.sh: Prints a simple welcome message with notes on each 

sample runner script. 

▪ quick.sh: Utilized to test docker connectivity earlier in the pipeline. 

▪ setup.sh: First sets up all the required dependencies for running the HE 

code inside a fresh Ubuntu 20.04 docker container. Then pulls down and 

builds the source code (seal, palisade, he-samples, intel-hexl). Refer to this 

file (setup.sh) for a step-by-step on how the code is currently being 

configured/built 

o runner/: Contains runner scripts that users may use to run samples: 

▪ run_sample_kernels_[seal|palisade].sh: Runs a quick multi-threaded test 

through several sample kernels (Matrix Multiplication, Logistic Regression, 

etc.) and outputs the results. 

▪ run_micro_kernels_[seal|palisade].sh: Runs a single-threaded test through 

several micro kernels (CKKS_Add, CKKS_Mult, etc.) and outputs the results. 

▪ run_tests.sh: Runs through a selection of unit tests meant to verify the 

accuracy of the various included sample kernels. 

▪ run_example.sh: Runs a “Secure Query” example program that allows users 

to homomorphically query a database of 50 states, and to receive back the 

corresponding city. The crypto-parameters used are customizable by 

command-line input. 



Installation 

Requirements 
- Working Docker Installation: Docker must be setup and fully enabled to run with network 

connectivity. If this is not already setup, users may utilize the install_docker.sh script in the 

docker-quick-install/ folder. Note that this script will overwrite any pre-existing docker install. 

- Supported Underlying Hardware: The Docker Quick Install has Intel HEXL enabled by default. 

Intel HEXL currently only supports use on machines with AVX512 support. To use the Toolkit 

Docker Installation on a non-AVX512-enabled machines, users must disable Intel HEXL by 

modifying the setup.sh script mentioned above. 

Steps 
To install the toolkit, navigate to the Docker Quick Install directory within the toolkit repository: 

https://github.com/intel/he-toolkit/tree/v1.1.0/scripts/docker-quick-install 

Use the following commands:(Note that copying directly from a PDF viewer to a Linux machine may lead 

to character mismatch. Type out each command manually.): 

cd /path/to/cloned/toolkit 

cd scripts/docker-quick-install 

./install_docker.sh # [Optional: See above Requirements] 

./setup_and_run_docker.sh 

Follow the instructions as specified. Please refer to Common Issues if the setup (or docker install) fails. 

Note: The installation will build and test each component. As such, the entire install will take around 5 

minutes to complete on a 36 core 8360Y dual socket system. 

Running the Examples 
Upon completing an installation, all sample scripts to run the sample programs are located inside the 

docker container in the following directory: 

$HOME/helpers/runner/ 

Users will also be presented with the following welcome message: 

“In the current directory, you will find 3 scripts: 

1. run_sample_kernels_[palisade|seal].sh: This will run several HE sample kernels including Matrix 

Multiplication and Logistic Regression. The script will display Wall time, CPU time, and the 

number of iterations that were run. 

2. run_micro_kernels_[palisade|seal].sh: This will run many HE micro kernels that span a wide 

range of schemes and display different parts of the HE pipeline from encoding to encryption and 

beyond. 

3. run_tests.sh: This will run several unit tests to confirm the validity of the above sample kernels by 

comparing against the same operation in the non-HE space. 



4. run_example.sh: This will run a "Secure Query" example allowing users to query on a database of 

the 50 U.S. States while controlling (optionally) the crypto-parameters used. When prompted, 

enter a State and, if present, the corresponding City will be decoded and printed. 

The scripts are run as would be expected (e.g. ./run_sample_kernels_[palisade|seal].sh). When done 

testing, feel free to terminate the docker with the "exit" command or temporarily leave the docker Ctrl+P 

-> Ctrl+Q, then re-enter using docker exec (see "Docker Controls" in the User Guide for more 

information).” 

Finally, users must be inside the running docker container to run the samples unless attempting a 

manual build. If the docker container is not running, check the Docker Controls section for information 

on re-launching the container. 

Script Usage 
Each of the scripts may be run in the form “./script.sh” e.g.: 

./run_micro_kernels_[seal|palisade].sh 

Example Sample Output (shortened): 

 

 

Docker Controls 
The docker controls utilized for this toolkit are the same as the standard docker controls: 

Inside of Docker Container: 

• exit: This will exit and close the docker container. As such, the container would need to be 

rebuilt (including the code therein) by running the included setup_and_run_docker.sh script. 

• Ctrl+P -> Ctrl+Q: This will exit the docker container while leaving it running. As such, the 

container itself will not need to be rebuilt. This is the same behavior if there is a connection 

interruption while connected to the docker (the docker will continue to run). 



Outside of Docker Container: 

• docker ps: This will list information about the current running docker containers, including the 

container_id. Use this to check if there is a pre-existing docker running. 

• docker exec –it <container_id> /bin/bash: This will allow re-connection to a running docker 

container (e.g., if exited by way of Ctrl+P -> Ctrl+Q or connection interruption). By default, this 

will place users in the root directory. So, use “cd $HOME” to switch to the user directory. Refer 

to Running the Examples to locate and run examples from this point. 

Modifying the Samples 
The included source code allows for modification of existing workloads and creations of new ones. As 

seen in the Components section, the code packages are located at (while inside the docker container): 

/home/$USER/projects/ 

While every component (HE-Samples, Intel HEXL, and SEAL / PALISADE for Intel HEXL) is located in this 

folder, for actually modifying the workloads, users should only need to address the code inside of HE-

Samples. See below for the HE-Samples directory configuration: 

 

HE-Samples consist of four different sub-components: 

1. Micro Kernels (he-samples/micro-kernels/): Micro HE kernels which, when used together, allow 

the formation of higher-level HE operations. Each of these calls are at the API level of the 

underlying HE library being run at the time (e.g. SEAL or PALISADE). A few micro kernels include 

(but is not limited to): Encode, Encrypt, Add, Multiply, Rotate, Decrypt, Decode. 

2. Sample Kernels (he-samples/sample-kernels/): Sample HE kernels created through a 

combination of various micro kernels. They are meant as simple samples of how the Micro 

Kernels can be used together. A few sample kernels include (but is not limited to): Matrix 

Multiplication and Logistic Regression.  

3. Unit Tests (he-samples/sample-kernels/test/): A collection of unit tests meant to test the validity 

of the various Sample Kernels above by comparing their result to the same operation in the non-

HE space. 

4. Examples (he-samples/examples/): A collection of high level examples that utilize the Sample 

Kernels to provide a peek at what a real-world example may look like. Currently the only 

example implemented is the Secure Query (described in Running the Examples). 

Modifying the code for an example is simple. Since the Sample Kernels and Micro Kernels utilize a 

standard format, they can be edited easily. Macros will be provided at the end of each function that can 

be modified (to change the size of the inputs used) or removed completely (to omit that kernel from the 

next executable run). For example, a Micro Kernel for Multiplication in SEAL may look like the following: 



 

The code can then be rebuilt from the build directory in he-samples. See setup.sh (described in 

Components) for a full breakdown of how to build each project (using “cmake” and “make -j”). 

Common Issues 
Issue Cause Workload 

System Config: apt-get 
commands fail with message: 
“Release file for ‘link’ is not 
valid yet (invalid for another Xd 
Xh Xmin Xs)” 

Ubuntu system time must 
correct for the physical location 
of the system in question. If not, 
apt-get will fail to verify the 
system’s certificates. 

Ideally set the date and time to 
update automatically with:  
“sudo timedatectl set-ntp 1” 
Or set manually with: 
“sudo timedatectl set-time 
'2015-11-20 16:14:50'” 

Proxy: Connection to ubuntu 
archive, docker-hub, or general 
websites fail with a timeout. 

Required proxy environment 
variables are not setup / 
configured properly. There are 
multiple proxy files that must 
be set, so please make sure to 
set all of them as required. 

Set environment variables 
(http_proxy & https_proxy): 
export http(s)_proxy=url:port 
  
Set same in the following files: 
/etc/apt/apt.conf.d/proxy.conf 
/etc/environment 

Proxy: apt-get, wget, or other 
connectivity necessary 
commands fail with “xx cannot 
resolve address xx” 

If the host DNS is not configured 
to resolve addresses, then any 
docker will revert to using the 
default Google DNS (8.8.8.8). 

Enter the correct DNS address 
for the corporate net by editing 
/etc/system/resolved.conf 
accordingly. 

Docker: Unsuccessful attempt 
at pulling docker-hub image 
(either hello-world image or 
Ubuntu 20.04 image) due to 
pull limit being reached. 

Beginning on November 2, 
2020, Docker began phasing in 
pull limits to reduce the amount 
of image pulls by anonymous 
Docker users. 

Users may either: 1. Attempt to 
rerun the setup script or 2. 
Following the error’s 
instructions, create and login 
with a Docker-hub account. 

Docker: Docker connection is 
lost while operating inside of 
the Docker container.  

This can be caused by many 
things. If the network is 
disconnected while the user is 
logged into the docker, or the 
terminal is closed, then they will 

After logging back into the 
system, first check if the docker 
is running (see “docker ps” 
above). If it is, then login with 
the “docker exec” command 



also be removed from the 
running docker instance. 

(mentioned above). If not, then 
rerun setup_and_run_docker.sh  

Performance: Performance for 
certain samples seem to 
vary/run slower from inside of 
docker container. 

Docker may cause some 
variance with programs that 
utilize a large amount of 
threads due to the extra level of 
indirection caused by the 
container. 

While docker is meant to ease 
the process of setup/running, 
workloads may also be run 
outside of docker to view full 
performance if necessary. 

Reliability: One of the samples 
exits early with an error 
message. 

We have observed in some rare 
cases that the code may enter 
an undefined state and exit 
early especially when running 
some of the more involved 
sample kernels. 

We expect these issues to be 
resolved with future releases 
and in meantime can be 
mitigated by executing the test 
again. 
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